
Results/Discussion
→ multifunctioning instruments: physical 
+ social function
→ pure science methods  = more 
attention to specific measurements and 
regulations, but only serve 1 function vs. 
addressing multiple issues and 
approaches
→ the 3 artists on spectrum: Taylor’s 
work the most balanced blending of the 
art and science, Damon more science, 
Simpson more art

Background
-Functional art: utilitarian purpose other 
than aesthetics 
      -Eco-art: consider ecological processes
                      /Issues, often inventions that     
                                serve a  functional   
                                       Ecological  purpose
                                         -Environmental      
                                         Engineering: use of   
                                         technology in   
                                       mitigating  
                                               environmental                                             
                                                     problems      
                                                      such  as 
                                                            pollution
 

Methodology
→ Qualitative data of art: (photos, 
interviews, essays etc.)
→ Functional analysis: researched 
the scientific methods used in the 
art + the traditional methods of this 
science and compared
→ Artistic analysis: how do these 
works function purely as art?
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Situated Context: Aquatic Eco-Artists 
creating ecoventions- a type of eco art 
that has functional ecological purposes - 
specifically looking at the three artists:
Betsy Damon: Living Water Garden in 
Chengdu, China → recreational park in 
shape of fish that functions as a water 
treatment facility for the cleaning the river 
water
Buster Simpson: Hudson River Purge: 
continous performance art where he 
dumps  handmade limestone tablets in 
the Hudson to help neutralize the Ph
Jason Decaires Taylor: Underwater 
Sculpture parks depicting human activity 
in areas depleted by human activity that 
are pH balanced marine grade concrete to 
refacilitate coral and sponge growth and 
bring back biodiversity to area

Images from: https://www.codaworx.com/project/the-living-water-garden; https://www.underwatersculpture.com/works/submerged/ & /recent/; https://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/changing-the-climate/chinas-living-water-garden; 
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/jason-decaires-taylor-museo-atlantico/; http://www.chinatouroperator.com/china-city-guide/chengdu/living-water-garden.html; http://www.bustersimpson.net/hudsonriverpurge/ 

Framing Q: How can art contribute to environmental solutions?

Focus Q: How does aquatic eco-art fit or not fit into mainstream 
ecology practices?

Thesis Statement:  
There is a continuum on which all these artists lie, with Simpson 
closest to the artistic side, Damon closest to the science side, and 
Taylor resting in the middle of this fusion.This balance in Taylor’s 
work between the two disciplines allows for neither the science or 
art to be washed out by the other.
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